
Hooke’s Law (Springs)

• Solid bodies resist deformation
• Empirically observe that in many cases 

restorative force (resisting deformation) has 
magnitude proportional to deformation

• Consider a spring:
• F=-kx
• where k is the spring constant [N/m]
• +x spring stretched, -x spring compressed
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Tension)תוחיתמ(
• When a taut cord is attached to another 

object and pulled, the cord pulls on the object 
with a force ! away from the object and along 
the cord.

• Usually we let the cord be massless and fixed 
length
• à Tension is constant along the cord
• à Goes across frictionless/massless pulleys
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Example: Cord w/mass
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(a) Two blocks that are tied together with a string are pulled along by a force F. The string has a length L 

and a mass ms. (b), (c), and (d) Free-body diagrams for the block m2, the connecting string ms, and the 

block m1, respectively. 

Hand pulls on mass m1 with 
force F, system accelerates 
with a
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string



Pulleys ( תולגלג ) 

• Be sure to understand cases in recitation!!
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Friction ( ךוכיח )

• Surfaces in contact exert two forces on each other:
• Normal force ⊥, חנואמ to surface
• Friction, ∥ parallel 

• Always opposes relative motion of the surfaces
• Microscopically it comes from adhesion of atoms (!), 

microscopic description complicated and not so useful 
for macroscopic problems

• Macroscopically we use empirical description
– Proportional to normal force
– Independent of speed
– Independent of area of contact
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Kinetic Friction

• Surfaces in relative motion have force 
opposite to motion of !" = $"%
– Opposite to motion means parallel to surfaces
– $" is the coefficient of kinetic friction 0< $"<1
– N is the normal (contact) force
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Let’s say the 100kg mass 
is moving right at 
constant speed (i.e. (⃗=0), 
what is F?



Static Friction

• Even without motion there is some 
microscopic adhesion, i.e we need some force 
to overcome the friction to get things moving:
– " ≤ $%& → a = 0 where $% is coefficient of static

friction; " = $%& exactly balanced 
– Usually $% > $,

7"- = −/- ≤ $%& → a = 0
"0 = $,& < /0 → a = /0 − $,&

2
(kinetic friction again)



Block on an inclined surface
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Angle, !, at which 
block starts to move 
depends on static 
friction, "# .

Angle, !, at which 
block will slide with 
constant v depends 
on kinetic friction, "$ .

Note coordinates along incline not 
gravity!



Drag Force and Air Friction

• Drag force opposes relative motion in fluid
• " = −%&()⃗) direction opposite to velocity
• Proportional to velocity! b is some constant
• D – fgravity =ma à D-mg=ma
• If D=-mg ; won’t accelerate during fall 

• Can be very complicated
• For (blunt) objects falling in air: + = ,

-./01
-

– A effective area of object, ρ density of air, C is drag 
coefficient

– Terminal velocity when ) = 345
678
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The Apparent Force of Gravity
A small weight of mass m hangs from a string in an automobile which accelerates at
rate A. What is the static angle of the string from the vertical, and what is its tension?

Let us analyze the problem both in an inertial 
frame and in a frame accelerating with the car. 

From the point of view of a passenger
in the accelerating car, the fictitious
force acts like a horizontal gravitational
force. The effective gravitational force
is the vector sum of the real and
fictitious forces.

“Fictitious” Force ( המודמ חוכ )
• Inside an accelerating reference frame there 

will be an apparent force causing acceleration
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A mass m hangs from a string 
in car that accelerates with A. 
What is the static angle of the 
string from the vertical, and 
what is its tension? 

From the ground 
the mass is moving 
with A

In the car the mass has an 
angle, why? Let’s call the 
“force” that pushes it Ffict



Centrifuge
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Fictitious 
force!

There is no real
“centrifugal” force, but 
in the test tube frame 
(a non-inertial frame), 
there is a Fictitious 
force pointing down 
(i.e. to the bottom of 
the tube):  
Fcentrigual=Ffict
=mω2R = mv2/R

A simulated (very 
strong) gravity!


